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Don’t let the cute cartoonish art style fool you. This game is challenging. True fans of the JRPG genre will love it, casual players
may want to look elsewhere. Invest the time, and EARTHLOCK will reward you with a depth in gameplay that will test the most

strategic of players.

Discover Your Hero Within

Embark on a journey to save the beautiful world of Umbra, a harsh planet that stopped spinning thousands of cycles ago. What
started as a mission to rescue Amon’s uncle from the clutches of an ancient cult, soon spirals into an adventure that was

centuries in the making. You must bring together this group of unlikely heroes to stop the ruinous past from repeating itself.

The World
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Explore the magical world of Umbra and discover places lost in the past to uncover the secrets of the Earthlock Artifact.

The Heroes

Unite this band of heroes, all with their own journeys of self discovery and venture into the world to save the planet from the
growing evil within. Mix up your strategy to beat your enemies using two different stances per character, and build your

characters' battle bond to unleash powerful abilities or unique perks.
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The Battles

Dive into turn based battles on arenas in the grand tradition to explore the depths of tactical choices needed to survive the fierce
boss fights.

Your Own Secret Island

Take a break from adventure and escape to your own home island. Here you can harvest magical ingredients and craft weapons,
helpful items and perks.

Grow Stuff

Gather seeds to grow amazing plants both on the island and elsewhere. Many provide necessary ingredients to make your way
around the world. Some, when they ripen, in stead produce living off spring, cute little kittens and other creatures that wander

about for pure enjoyment.

The Overworld

With plenty of stuff to do you can lose yourself in the Overworld. Scavenge for items, pick flowers, catch cute Bibis or dig up
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treasures to trade or take back to Plumpet Island to concoct the strangest potions and ammunitions giving you a leg up in your
next battle.

The Talent Table

EARTHLOCK features a unique talent board system; a refreshing take on the classic skill tree. This board gives you complete
control over your player's strengths and weaknesses. You can swap talents on and off the board, allowing you to finely tune each

character to your desired playing style. The talent board also features “Perk Talents” which you can craft and collect in the
world, giving you special combat skills and abilities.

If you have played EARTHLOCK: Festival of Magic

Extended and upgraded, this is in many respects a brand new game.
Keeping all the best parts from EARTHLOCK: Festival of Magic, we have spent the last year improving them in every way

while adding loads of new stuff:
⁃Craftable weapons and equipment

⁃New abilities in the overworld
⁃Numerous new side quests

⁃New scenes, new creatures and new NPCs
⁃In addition to all the strange plants you now can grow trees to bring kittens and other cute critters into the world

⁃Treasure Maps to discover more treasures
⁃The ability to sell as well as buy stuff

⁃Loads of new animations, story additions, smarter NPCs and tweaks of every kind to make the game even more engrossing,
enjoyable and replayable!

For the best EARTHLOCK experience, we recommend using a game controller.
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Title: EARTHLOCK
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Snowcastle Games
Publisher:
Snowcastle Games
Release Date: 8 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: x86 Dual Core 2.6 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 GPU with 1GB of memory

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Norwegian,Polish,Russian,Japanese
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Specs:
Ryzen R7 1700
Gtx 980ti Classified
20gbs of ddr4 Ram
HTC Vive

First Impressions:
Overall this is a very well made game and will be in my view for a while as it grows and progresses. However, there are some
problems that I have found with this game which are not completly the creators fault, but does not help with the problems of VR
right now.

Level 1:
This is probably the first level people will try and the biggest issue is that the art style really shows the screendoor effect that
pops up with VR. This causes it to be difficult to see the items that are coming and get a good understanding of the diference
between what is coming since you have good and bad items. Also the items I would like to see either a bit bigger or more
colorful since they are very hidden in the background until they are right on top of you. Like I said though not completly the
creators fault, but should be something to think about.

Level 2:
Very laggy compared to the other two. A lot of wasted reasource hogging effects going on. The confeitee and the models on the
side and such really start tearing down the framerate. Not sure if they used a particle system or what, but might be good to look
into a different system to lower this since VR is very reliant on high FPS. Also with the level being as dark as it is I had a hard
time seeing what Items were coming my way since they are fast and can be difficult to tell apart. However the theme was great.

Level 3:
I really do not have much to say about this level except that it was an astounding piece of work and for sure the showcase of the
project. I even buckled a little when the tram started to take off and really felt like I was moving. The lighting was great and the
items were easy to tell apart. So I would say this is a great starting point to looking into the other two levels.

Final Thought:
All in all this is a great game and worth more than $2 for sure. I am hoping to see more games from this developer in the future
and hoping that they might even let a modding community start as this would be an amazing game for even say beginners that
want to get into modding try their hand at it with the simple nature of the game.

Would I Recommend?:
Hell yes. This is a perfect game to get into VR for a great price. Planning to let me 6yr old niece try her hand at it since the other
games I have are out of her league.. I'm not sure if it's my computer or whatever, but so far, as you can see, I have virtually no
experience with this game. It looks great. Gorgeous looking graphics, trailer has nice music, looks genuinely interesting. Start it
up, no problem. But as soon as I get into the game, the music is loud and full of a deep, rumbly static that interrupts the main
soundtrack and gave me a headache. It was too laggy for me to even play. I couldn't get out of the game without alt-tabbing. I
tried fixing the settings, but whatever I do results in the same blasting static, and laggy gameplay.
Also, a "Help" button would be nice so I could know what the controls for the main menu are.. Another fun, simple spot the
difference with Viki Spotter. Very nice. Not really worth the 1.99 price, but good deal whenever it goes on sale (same goes for
the rest of the game series).. \u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\
u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u
2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591
\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2584\u2584\u
2588\u2588\u2588\u2584\u2584\u2584\u2591\u2584\u2584\u2588\u2588\u2584\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2
591
\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2588\u2588\u2580\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u
2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2580\u2580\u2584\u2588\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2
591
\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2588\u2580\u2584\u2580\u2580\u2584\u2588\u2588\u2588\u2588\u
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very confusing. Arkanoid clone where you can "suck" or "blow" objects around the arena. Although there are many game modes
and a lengthy campaign I don't feel this has much replay value considering the base game doesn't introduce anything new
besides the physics mechanic. Nothing special apart from the music; I wouldn't recommend it to outsiders of the genre.. I
personally really enjoyed this game, but that's just me. If you ignore that there isn't a lot happening at once, it can be enjoyable.
Every puzzle leads to another and you feel so involved in what you're doing and every single time they tried to scare me, they
got me off guard! So If you're looking for something to spook you from time to time to keep you on your toes, I suggest this
game!. Honestly, It is an okay game. You cannot beat in on single player because apparently she can detect your location in a
blink of an eye, in demon form. You have to spend half of the game searching for the keys, which they move every time you
die. It is a frustrating game and hard to enjoy. Unless you want to have a game where you cannot beat it and you die every
second then this will be a game for you. It is a horror game but more of a maze. I recommend to those who enjoy mazes and
searching for keys and trying to beat her. I honestly do not like this game anymore.
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Definitely the shortest game I've played, finished in an evening. I remember back in the day of the early games, girls staying up
for 24 hours trying to figure these games out. Again, as I'm finding with the new-ish games, you as Nancy are much more of a
glorified errand girl than an investigator like the early games. This game is similar to The Captive Curse in the way some of the
game is spent wandering, waiting for your phone to go off. Especially with the aid of your checklist (as a junior detective) it is
extremely easy to figure out what to do next. The puzzles were mediocre, some easy, some annoying in the way they try to over
complicate them. At first I enjoyed the large scale of this game, the various places you could go, until I realized there was hardly
anything to do in each room, as opposed to a game like Last Train to BlueMoon Canyon, where there was a ton of stuff to find
and do in each train car.

only thing I enjoyed was that I spent the game unsure of who I suspected and had no idea who the black cat was, therefore it was
an actual surprise as to who did it for once.

The only time it felt scary was when you were trying to sneak out after curfew.

Perhaps if this is your first game, I'd reccomend. If you've been with Nancy all these years, skip this one.. This is a fantastic
strategy game with a great deckbuilding component. There are no levels or XP, just more cards which while diversifying your
options, does a great job of not being strictly more powerful than your starting cards. Highly recommended if you like turn
based strategy.. Pixel Puzzle franchise. Recommended for those who literally like to put puzzles together, and I do mean piece
by piece.

Pixel Puzzles 2: Birds

Features birds, of course, all kinds, everywhere - fenceposts to snow covered areas, big, small, entire colonies. There is even an
introduction puzzle found on the main screen. 25 puzzles in all ranging from 60 pieces to 350 pieces, with some odd shaped and
bird themed puzzle pieces. All the puzzles can be seen in the picture gallery once the puzzle is solved. The game grid is more or
less choose your path around the grid.

Puzzles: 60 piece - 6, 112 piece - 6, 153 piece- 4, 220 piece - 6, and 350 piece - 1.

The game board is surrounded by water where the puzzle pieces float and MOVE. The pieces also must be rotated to gain the
correct orientation (like in a physical puzzle.) Fortunately there is an option for the player to choose the correct orientation
permenantly (or until such time as the player chooses to turn it off). I recommend having this feature on for the 220 piece and
350 piece puzzles due to the size of the pieces.

Best feature of this game: Crabs. Now, now no laughing. These helpful crustaceans can be picked off the puzzle board and put
in a net. When the player has collected enough a hint can be used. "G" stands for "ghost" (cost 5 crabs). This power-up shows
the puzzle picture for approximately 10 seconds. "Ctrl" (10 crabs) will cause that puzzle to have the correct orientation (unless
the player rotates the piece). "space bar" This helpful power up (20 crabs) shows exactly where that piece belongs in the puzzle,
edge or middle. Other functions: "T" make a tray to hold the pieces, "S" shuffle the pieces. "Z" zoom in on the puzzle board.
"C" change the puzzle board's background color.

There 33 achievements including ones like 'No More Crabs' and 'Ghost Power'. Trading cards are available.. By far the
cheapest, but also the best game I own. I do think it could use some different camera angles like hood view or even a bumper
camera. What would really put the icing on the cake is that if this game had Steam Workshop. Besides that, I give this "Drift86"
a solid 93%.. Toggle controls and pull on hooks to get squares and circles home.
A pretty great follow up to the first SiNKR game, took about twice as long to complete (About 4 hours of active play.)
Levels get tricky (With the one strange exception of Level 80, which despite being near the end is trivial.), but the levels also
allow some interesting flexibility in how you can solve them.

All round solid puzzler at a low price, I recommend it.

[I also have to give credit to any minimal indie puzzle game that includes windowed mode, basic controls,etc something that is
often frustratingly lacking from many of these games.]. I think the game is not bad if you are 6 year old. This is the game to buy
for your kids.
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That said, 30 minutes is not much for a game that's not free and outside of the funny characters I did not get anything out of it at
all.. EDIT : Changing my review to recommended, as the dev is active and already fixed a few problems. That's a "cautious
recommendation" though, and for people who enjoy playing with their music.

It could be a good game, but :

- 3 crashes in not even 2 hours => FIXED after first update it seems
- unclear about how to score (or lose) points (case in point : on the same song, playing the same way, I made 400 points once,
8000 another time)
- no remapping of keyboard inputs
- relationship between music and level not quite apparent (to me)
- moving your "ship" is pretty much a pita
- minor : strange white border around the screen => FIXED after 1st update
- overall, no real idea of what you're supposed to do
- no answer from devs about all the above in 2 days (granted, that's just 2 days, but still ...)

For these reasons, I can't recommend this game at the moment. It feels more like an early access title than a finished product,
honestly. It could become interesting with a few updates, though.. You got guns and there are zombies. Blow them up until they
eat you.

I can see how this game could be fun with the multiplayer online aspect and such but personally it still falls flat. I've played
other games of the same type and they were tons more engaging and inspiring. I could still recommend this for others for
mindless fun but only if you can get this game between a dollar or for free.

Update: Even with a controller it was still horrible. Bunch of Disappointment.. game is pretty good, adventure type clicker 9\/11
will r8 gr8.. Used to play online the HL mod version 10 years ago.
This is the graphical evolution.
10\/10
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